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Achromatic color categories

PAUL C. QUINN, B. R. WOOTEN, and EVETTE J. LUDMAN
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island

Sternheim and Boynton's (1966) continuous judgmental color-naming technique was used to
assess the elemental nature of achromatic colors. Results from three subjects indicate that the
names "black" and "white" are necessary and sufficient to describe achromatic test lights
associated with the name "gray." On the basis ofthe criteria that establishes a color as elemen
tal, black and white were confirmed as elemental, whereas gray was not. These findings support
the assumption of various opponent processing models that there are only two elemental
achromatic sensations. In addition, the results support Hering's (1920) view that black and white
differ from the paired-chromatic opponent colors in that they are not mutually exclusive.
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The number of colors that are considered to be elemen
tal, in that they cannot be broken down into more basic
perceptual components, has for some time been of con
siderable interest to psychologists (see Boring, 1942, for
an excellent review of the issue). One of the main reasons
for this interest is that most opponent color models
postulate that there are six psychologically elemental
colors: red, yellow, green, blue, black and white (see,
e.g., Hurvich, 1981). According to this view, observers
should be able to describe all colors by using percentages
of the six terms, either singly or in combination. For ex
ample, a light of 600 nm, although often conveniently
labeled with the single term orange, should be describable
with some combination of the terms red and yellow. Stern
heim and Boynton (1966), using a continuous judgmen
tal color-narning technique, have recently demonstrated
that orange is, in fact, a composite hue, reducible to red
and yellow. Similarly, Fuld, Wooten, and Whalen (1981)
found that the colors violet and purple were not elemen
tal; they could be described with percentages of the terms
red and blue. Finally, Puld, Werner, and Wooten (1983)
obtained evidence suggesting that brown was an elemen
tal color in that the terms black and yellow were not suf
ficient to describe it. This last finding has, however, been
called into question by a recent report indicating that
brown is not an elemental color, although it may differ,
perhaps in terms of its susceptibility to linguistic response
biases, from other nonelemental colors (Rosano, Wooten,
& Quinn, 1984). Taken together, then, the results of these
recent studies have not found exception to the assump
tion of various opponent processing models that there are
six elemental colors.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate
whether gray was a visual quality that was different from
black and white or whether gray was simply a perceptual
mixture of black and white. This issue received con
siderable attention in the early part.of the century (again
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see, Boring, 1942). Dimmick (1920, 1925, 1929) and
Rich (1926, 1928) argued that the black-gray-white series
was actually two series-a black-gray series and a white
gray series. In addition, Muller (1896, as cited in Bor
ing, 1942) posited a "brain gray" that is given by a con
stant cortical process and is "seen alone when the black
and white processes are in exact equilibrium" (Boring,
p. 133). In these three accounts, gray is considered to be
an elemental color. On the other hand, several in
vestigators have argued that gray is a perceptual mixture
of black and white (Hering, 1920/1964; Ladd-Franklin,
1922; Michaels, 1925; Neifield, 1924). In these accounts,
gray is not considered to be an elemental color. Hering,
for example, argued that gray was reducible to black and
white in the same way that orange is reducible to yellow
and red. In Hering's view, then, black and white, although
opponents in terms of their spatial antagonism, differ from
the two chromatic opponent pairs (red-green, blue
yellow), in that they are not mutually exclusive. Accord
ing to Hering, black and white occur together in lights
associated with the name gray. The results of the present
study provide the first direct confirmation of Hering's
views on gray; observers were able to completely describe
lights associated with the name gray with varying amounts
of black and white.

METHOD

At the outset of the method section, it may be helpful to review
the continuous judgmental color naming technique that was first
used by Sternheim and Boynton (1966) to establish whether a given
color is elemental. The procedure involves presenting observers
with a series of stimuli that vary in color. The observers are told
that the total amount of color in each stimulus should be assigned
a value of l()()%. The observers are given various color terms to
describe each test light. They are told that, to describe them, they
are to assign a percentage to each color term that represents the
amount of that color sensation in each light. They are also told that
these percentages do not have to sum to l()()% if the names they
are allowed to use are not sufficient to completely describe the light.
Thus, if the available color terms are not sufficient to completely
describe a series oftest lights, a computedfunction is obtained that
represents the amount that the sum of the percentages of the color



terms assigned to each light falls short of 100. A color is considered
to be elemental if, for a session in which its name is prohibited
from use, a computed function can be obtained that matches its
response function when the color name is allowed. A color is con
sidered to be nonelemental if, for a session in which its name is
prohibited from use, a computed function cannot be computed that
matches its response function when the color name is allowed. By
this criterion, Sternheim and Boynton (1966) determined that yellow
was an elemental hue, whereas orange was not. Observers showed
that the terms red and green were not sufficient to describe a series
of test lights ranging in wavelength from 530 to 620 nm. A broad
computed function that peaked at 580 nm was observed. This com
puted function closely matched the yellow response function ob
tained in a second session in which the terms red, yellow, and green
were allowed. That the yellow response function corresponded with
the computed function when the yellow response category was not
allowed is, by Sternheim and Boynton's criterion, evidence that
yellow is an elemental hue. Essentially no computed function was
obtained in this second session, demonstrating that the terms red,
yellow, and green were sufficient to completely describe the series
of test lights. The term orange was added to the allowable response
categories of red, yellow, and green in a later session. Although
the term orange was used to describe lights previously described
by the terms red and yellow, it was found to be redundant. The
results of the second session demonstrated that the color terms red
and yellow were sufficient to completely describe the lights
associated with name orange. Because the orange response func
tion displayed no correspondence with the computed function when
orange was not allowed (essentially flat at zero), Sternheim and
Boynton concluded that orange was not an elemental hue.

The present study applied the continuousjudgmental color naming
technique that was used to investigate the elemental nature of the
hues in the yellow-orange-red chromatic series to the problem of
determining the elemental nature of the colors in the black-gray
white achromatic series. The question of whether gray was an
elemental color was examined by comparing the computed func
tion obtained in a session in which only the response categories
black and white were allowed, with the gray response function ob
tained in a session in which all three terms were allowed. Similarly,
the elemental nature of white was determined by comparing the com
puted function obtained in a session in which only the term black
was allowed, with the white response function obtained in sessions
in which white was available singly or in combination with black.
Finally, whether black was an elemental color was determined by
comparing the computed function obtained in a session in which
only white was allowed, with the black response function obtained
in sessions in which black was available singly or in combination
with white.

Preliminary Experiment
Subjects. Three experimentally naive subjects were used. All had

normal color vision, as assessed by Ishihara pseudo-isochromatic
plates.

Procedure. The three observers participated in a preliminary prac
tice session using colored lights. This was designed to familiarize
the subjects with the apparatus and the continuous judgmental color
naming procedure, as well as to represent a modified replication
of Sternheim and Boynton's (1966) investigation of the orange color
naming category. The test stimuli were elliptical in shape and
subtended 2.36° x 1.44° of visual angle along the vertical and
horizontal axes, respectively. They varied in wavelength from 570
to 650 nm (yellowish-green to yellowish-red) in steps of 10 nm and
were equated for brightness on the basis of Wagner and Boynton's
(1972) step-by-step matching function. The retinal illuminance of
570-nm stimulus was set at 2.5 log trolands.

The practice session began with 10 min of dark adaptation, after
which an observer was shown six blocks of nine test stimuli. Within
each block, the order of presentation of the nine test stimuli was
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randomized. The stimuli were presented for 2 sec, every 20 sec.
The observers were allowed an additional presentation if they asked
for it. The experimental room was dark except for a very low level
of stray light reflected from optical elements. The observers were
instructed to assign percentages to the color names yellow, green,
and red in describing their perception of the central test field for
the first three blocks ofthe nine test stimuli; in addition, the orange
response category was allowed for the last three blocks. The
observers were also instructed that the total of the percentages
assigned to the different color names did not have to add up to 100%
if the names they were allowed to use in the session were not suffi
cient to completely describe the light. In this practice session, results
were obtained that were consistent with those of Sternheim and
Boynton. The terms green, yellow, and red were sufficient to com
pletely describe the series of test lights, whereas the term orange
was redundant.

Main Experiment
Subjects. The three observers who participated in the prelim

inary experiment also participated in the main experiment.
Procedure. In order to generate the black-gray-white series, the

central test field used in the preliminary experiment was surrounded
with an annulus, the outside diameter of which subtended 5.58°
of visual angle. Both the central test field and the circular annulus
presented achromatic light to the subject. There were 12 lights, 10
of which could be distinguished by the value of the surround il
luminance, which ranged from 1.38 to 3.5 log trolands. The reti
nal illuminance of the central test field was constant at 2.2 log
trolands. Two stimuli were added to allow subjects to view a broader
perceptual continuum from white to black. Thus, for the extreme
stimulus on the white end of the perceptual continuum, the light
from the circular annulus was blocked and the central test field re
mained at 2.2 log trolands. For the extreme stimulus on the black
end of the perceptual continuum, light from the central test field
was blocked, while the circular annulus was presented at 3.5 log
trolands. The 2 extreme stimuli were distinguished from the 10 inter
mediate stimuli in all of the figures by the placement of breaks in
the appropriate places on the response functions and along the x-axis.

On the day following the practice session, each observer began
the main experiment by investigating the color name gray. The main
experiment consisted of five sessions, each conducted on a separate
day. In each session, responses were obtained for six blocks of 12
test lights. The test lights were presented in a random order within
each block. As in the preliminary experiment, the test lights were
presented for 2 sec, every 20 sec, in an otherwise dark room. The
procedure for each of these sessions was identical, except that the
names available to describe the central test field differed from day
to day. The allowed color names varied in the following way: Ses
sion I-black, white; Session 2--black; Session 3-white; Ses
sion 4-black, white, gray; Session 5-black, white. Observers were
given the same instructions provided in the preliminary experiment.
They were told to assign percentages to the available response
categories that represented the amount of each of the color sensa
tions perceived in a given test light. They were further told that
these percentages did not have to sum to 100% if the names they
were allowed to use in a session were not sufficient to completely
describe the light. Finally, the observers were reminded to con
sider only the attributes of the central test field in making their
judgments.

Apparatus
Three channels of a four-channel Maxwellian view optical system

(described in detail by Knoblauch, 1981) were used. In the
preliminary experiment, only one of the three channels was used.
Light in this channel emanated from a xenon lamp source and pro
vided a central test field that was rendered monochromatic by a
grating monochromator. Two channels were used in the main ex
periment. Light for both channels was provided by a second xenon
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lamp source. The center-surround configuration was achieved by
using a Lummer-Brodhan cube. Light in both channels was rendered
white by interposing Wratten color-balancing filters until the center
and surround were judged by the experimenters to be devoid of
hue. The exit pupil of the optical system was 1.5 mm in diameter
and was centered in the subject's pupil. The subject's head was held·
steady by an adjustable bitebar-and-headrest assembly. Retinal il
luminance was determined by Westheimer's (1966) method.

RESULTS

At this point, it may be helpful to review the criteria
for establishing a color as elemental. A color is considered
to be elemental if, for a session in which its name is pro
hibited from use, a function can be computed by subtract
ing the sum of the percentages assigned to the available
color names from 100 (for each test stimulus) that matches
its response function when the color name is allowed. The
question of whether gray is an elemental color can be de
termined by comparing the computed function from Ses
sion 1, in which only the terms black and white were
allowed, with the gray response function from Session 4,
in which all three terms were allowed. In a similar man
ner, the assumed elemental nature of white (at least in
opponent color theory) can be confirmed by comparing
the computed function obtained in Session 2 (in which
white was not allowed) with the white response functions
obtained in Sessions 1 and 3. Finally, the assumed elemen
tal nature of black can be confirmed by comparing the
computed function obtained in Session 3 (black not al
lowed) with the black response functions obtained in Ses
sions 1 and 4.

Consider first the color-naming responses from Ses
sion 1, in which the color names black and white were
the only ones allowed. These responses are shown in the
top panel of Figure 1, where percent color is plotted as
a function of the retinal illuminance of the surround. At
low values of surround retinal illumination, white was the
predominant response. As the retinal illuminance of the
surround was increased, however, the predominant white
response gradually gave way to responses with approx
imately equal amounts of white and black, which them
selves gave way to predominantly black responses. Fig
ure 1 shows that black and white can be seen together in
the same light. Figure 1 also shows that this series of lights
can be completely described with the black and white
response categories. The bottom panel of the figure shows
that the computed function was essentially flat at zero per
cent across all values of retinal illuminance of the sur
round for the three subjects. Also plotted in the bottom
panel of Figure 1 are the gray response functions obtained
in Session 4, in which the categories black, white, and
gray were allowed. That gray is not an elemental color
is supported by the lack of correspondence between the
computed function when the category was not allowed and
the gray response function when it was allowed.

The top panel of Figure 2 displays the black responses
obtained in Session 2, in which only the black response
category was allowed. As was true in Session 1, the black
response category, although little used when the retinal
illuminance of the surround was low, comes to be relied
on heavily as the retinal illuminance of the surround was
increased. The computed function obtained in Session 2
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Figure 1. (A) Color naming responses from Session 1 for the three subjects (allowed color names: black and white). White and black
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Figure 2. (A) Color naming responses from Session 2 for the three subjects (allowed color name: black). Black response functions are

indicated by diamonds. (8) Computed functions from Session 2 and white response functions from Sessions 1 and 3 for these subjects.
Computed functions are represented by triangles; white response functions from Sessions 1 and 3 are represented by cross-hatched and
unfilled circles, respectively.

can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 2. The bottom
panel also displays the white responses obtained in the
first and third sessions. The data of Subjects J.K. and
D.M. reveal an excellent correspondence between the
computed function and the white response functions ob
tained in the two separate sessions. For Subject C.F., there
also appears to be close agreement between the computed
function and the white responses obtained in Session 3,
although this correspondence breaks down slightly when
the computed function is compared with the white re
sponses obtained in Session 1. This breakdown in cor
respondence occurs only for intermediate values of the
retinal illuminance of the surround; the two functions are
in accord for higher and lower values. Overall, the data
depicted in the bottom panel of Figure 2 provide evidence
that white is an elemental color. The computed functions
obtained from the sessions in which the white response
category was not allowed match closely with the white
response functions obtained in sessions in which the white
response category was allowed.

The white response function obtained in Session 3,
already displayed in the bottom panel of Figure 2, is
replotted in Figure 3. As mentioned previously, lights that
have surrounds with low retinal illuminance were judged
to be predominantly white. It can be seen that this usage
of the white response category decreases with increases
in the retinal illuminance of the surround. In the bottom
panel of Figure 3, the computed function obtained in the
third session is plotted along with the black responses from
Sessions I and 2. Here, again, one finds almost complete
agreement between the computed function and the two

black response functions for Subjects J.K. and D.M. For
Subject C. F ., this close match with the computed func
tion is also true of the black responses obtained in Ses
sion 2. The agreement between this subject's computed
function and the black response function obtained in Ses
sion 1 is good, but breaks down somewhat at intermediate
retinal illuminance values of the surround. When the pat
terns of responding of the three observers are considered
together, however, black, like white, emerges as an
elemental color. The black responses obtained when the
black response category was allowed were almost iden
tical to the computed function obtained when the black
response category was not allowed.

Figure 4 shows the response functions obtained from
Session 4. In this session, in addition to the response
categories of white and black, subjects were allowed to
use the response category gray to describe their percepts.
Adding the response category gray leads to a reduction
in the proportion of blackand white responses over a wide
range of retinal illuminance values of the surround. This
can be seen most clearly for retinal illuminance values
of the surround that range from about 2.5 to 3.1 log
trolands. In Session 1, these lights were described with
varying amounts of white and black. Figure 4 shows that
in Session 4, however, these lights were described as
predominantly gray. How the use of the white and black
response categories is affected by the use of the gray
response category is further illustrated in Figure 5. This
figure directly compares the white and black response
functions obtained when gray was not allowed (Session 1)
with those obtained when gray was allowed (Session 4).
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Figure 3. (A) Color naming responses from Session 3 for the three subjects (aUowedcolor name: white). White response functions are

indicated by circles. (B) Computed functions from Session 3 and black response functions from Sessions 1 and 2 for these subjects. Com
puted functions are represented by triangles; black response functions from Sessions 1 and 2 are represented by cross-hatched and un
filled diamonds, respectively.

For all three subjects, it-can be seen that with the use of
the gray response category, the percentage of color al
lotted to the white response category first drops off at a
lower value of surround retinal illuminance and decreases
at a faster rate. The use of the gray response category
also causes the percentage of color allotted to the black
response category to begin to increase at a higher value
of surround retinal illuminance and continue its increase
at a faster rate. In other words, the use of the gray category
reduces the proportion of both white and black responses.
Finally, returning to Figure 4, it should be noted that,
for each subject, the maximum gray response occurs at
a retinal illuminance value of the surround where the black

and white responses were at or close to their minimum
value. No computed function was obtained from this
session.

One might question whether, after experience using the
gray response category, subjects might not be as willing
as they were in Session I to completely describe the series
of achromatic test lights with the terms black and white.
This question was addressed by conducting a fifth and final
session that was identical to the first session, in which
only the black and white response categories were al
lowed. In Figure 6, the black and white response func
tions obtained in Session I have been replotted and can
be compared with those obtained in Session 5. The black
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Figure 4. Color naming responses from Session 4 for the three subjects (allowed color names: white, black, and gray). White, black,

and gray response functions are indicated by the circles, diamonds, and squares, respectively.
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Figure S. Comparison of white response functions (A) and black response functions (8) from Session 1, in which gray was not allowed

(cross-hatched symbols, solid line), and Session 4, in which gray was allowed (unfined symbols, dashed line), for the three subjects. White
and black response functions are indicated by circles and diamonds, respectively.

and white response functions obtained in the fifth session
were in excellent correspondence with those observed in
Session 1. Once again, the black and white response
categories were sufficient to completely describe these
lights. As was the case for Session 1, essentially no com
puted function was obtained for any of the three subjects.
The data obtained from Session 5 thus indicate that after
experience using the color name gray, subjects were no
less likely to use the black and white response categories.
Such a result provides further evidence of the nonelemen
tal status of gray.

DISCUSSION

The pattern of color naming responses obtained in the
present study indicates that gray fails to meet the criteria

that establishes a color as elemental. Although subjects
made use of the gray response category when it was
allowed, they found the terms black and white to be suf
ficient to completely describe the series of achromatic test
stimuli when the gray response category was not allowed.
The resulting lack of correspondence between the gray
response function obtained in Session 4 and the essentially
negligible computed functions obtained in Sessions 1 and
5, when only the black and white response categories were
allowed, provides strong evidence that gray is not an
elemental color. Both black and white, on the other hand,
were found to meet the criterion that establishes a color
as being elemental. The computed functions obtained
when the black and white response categories were not
allowed closely match the respective response functions
from sessions in which the terms were allowed. Overall,
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Figure 6. Comparison of black and white response functions from the two sessions in which only these color names were allowed for

the three subjects (Sessions 1 and 5). Responses from Sessions 1 and 5 are indicated by the cross-hatched and unfilled symbols, respec
tively. Black and white response functions are indicated by diamonds and circles. respectively.
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then, these findings uphold the assumption of various op
ponent processing models that all achromatic colors can
be fully described with percentages of black and white
(see, e.g., Hurvich, 1981).

The data obtained in the present study do not substan
tiate earlier arguments that gray is a visual quality that
is different from black and white (Dimmick, 1920, 1925,
1929; Miiller, 1896, as cited in Boring, 1942; Rich, 1926,
1928). It was mentioned previously that Dimmick and
Rich argued that the series of qualities running from black
through white is better viewed as two series rather than
one. Both of them begin at gray; one series ranges from
gray to white, the other from gray to black. This argu
ment followed from Dimmick's (1925) phenomenal obser
vation that:

whitelikeness does not appear at the first step away from
black, nor until the series has been gone balf through. When
it does appear all blacklikeness has already disappeared. And
the region between the disappearance of black and the ap
pearance of white is occupied by a gray which is neither black
nor white but only gray (p. 335).

Returning to Figure 4, one can see that Dimmick's obser
vations are consistent with the response functions obtained
when the response categories black, white, and gray were
allowed. For all three observers, the black response func
tion reached a minimum at the surround retinal il
luminance value for which the white response function
only begins to increase. At the surround retinal il
luminance value for which the black and white response
functions were at their respective minima, the responses
of the three observers were predominantly gray. Where
Dimmick appears to stand in contrast with the data
presented here is not in his observations, but in the con
clusions he drew from them. Although the gray response
dominates when the black and white responses were
minimal, gray is not a visual quality that is independent
of black and white. Rather, as Figures 1 and 6 clearly
demonstrate, gray is a perceptual mixture of black and
white. Thus, although Dimmick correctly characterized
how an achromatic series would be named with the
response categories black, white, and gray, he appears
to have erred in his conclusion that gray was an elemen
tal color.

The present data confirm the view that gray is a com
posite perceptual mixture of black and white (Hering,
1920/1962; Ladd-Franklin, 1922; Michaels, 1925; Nei
field, 1924). In addition, these data provide strong sup
port for Hering's arguments that black and white, although
opponents in terms of their spatial antagonism, differ in
a fundamental way from the paired-opponent chromatic

colors in terms of their mutual exclusivity. As Hering
summarizes:

It seems highly striking from the start that between red and
green, for example, there is not a series of intermediate chro
matic colors as there is between red and yellow or between
red and blue, that there are consequently no colors that ap
pear simultaneously reddish and greenish, in the way that
orange is simultaneously reddish and yellowish, or gray
simultaneously whitish and blackish (p. 13).

Clearly, if black and white exist as a composite mixture
in various shades of gray, they are not psychologically
mutually exclusive, as are red and green and blue and
yellow. The results of the present study thus provide the
first direct confirmation of Hering's view on this issue.
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